
The influence of music on 
human 



• Music's interconnection with society 
can be seen throughout history. 
Every known culture on the earth has 
music. Music seems to be one of the 
basic actions of humans. 



• The influence of music on society can be 
clearly seen from modern history. Music 
helped Thomas Jefferson write the 
Declaration of Independence. When he 
could not figure out the right wording for 
a certain part, he would play his violin to 
help him. The music helped him get the 
words from his brain onto the paper.



• It is evident in all facets of life that music 
plays an integral part in the moods we 
are in or want to be transplanted in.

• Music is all around us and many times 
can change the way we feel, whether it is 
only for a couple of minutes or for our 
entire lifetime. Music wakes us up in the 
morning, makes us want to dance, 
soothes us when we are feeling sad, and 
gets on some folks nerves in the 
elevator. From infancy to adulthood 
music is an important part of our lives.  



• Everyone has repeatedly felt the magic of music. One 
memory of loved compositions can raise your mood 
and give a sense of joy . Playing a musical instrument 
or singing also cause the greatest pleasure and 
happiness. Almost all natural phenomena - the 
rustling leaves , wind noise , falling raindrops - 
contain their melodies , awakening in the hearts of 
people different emotions . Remain indifferent to the 
sounds may only people completely devoid of 
hearing. In modern medicine, undeniably positive 
effect of music on human use for the treatment of 
many disorders and ailments .



Music
Music is what makes you move
Music is what makes you groove
Music can be good or bad depending on how its used
Music can make you choose different clothes to wear
Music can make you change your hair
Music can make you choose new friends
Music can make you want to dance
Music can make you fight
Music can make everything alright
Music can take care of you when your alone
Music can make everything feel like home
Music can harm and take away
Music can make you want to stay
Music is the only friend I have
Music is my mom and dad
Music is what keeps me alive
When I feel like I can't survive Music 



Music to Relax
      Every beat, every tone

Music is rhythm of soul
Pop, Jazz and Country
Release all our worries

Music gives life a motion
Music controls every emotion
Music calms the mind
Music helps us – our way to find! 

Music is inspiration
Music – full of imagination
Music has feelings
Music gives life a meaning

A Slow beat is silent word
A fast beat make you shrewd
Every moment its true worth
Music gives life – new birth

Music is melody
Music moves your body
Make people jump up and down
Spin in circles round and round

Music for celebration
Music for education
Music for entertainment
Music for refreshment

Listen to music to change your mood
Listen to music to keep you cool
Listen to music just to relax
Listen to music to make you sleep  
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